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This next glossary of railroad terminology or slang covers railroading terms in general: COFC:
Containers On Flatcar, when the train is hauling shipping containers Cog railroad: A cog train
can travel on steep grades because of a toothed rack rail positioned between the rails of a cog
railroad. The difference between the American term railroad and the international term railway
(used by the International Union of Railways and English-speaking countries outside the
United States) is the most significant difference in rail terminology. There are also others, due
to the parallel development of rail transport systems in different parts of the world. The central
coordinating and research agency of the North American rail industry. It deals with matters of
common concern to member roads; operations, hardware standardization, regulatory matters .
Line-haul railroad: Today this term refers to all Class Is, regionals, and some shortlines. It is
used to describe a railroad that operates through freight from one point to another and is
distinguished from switching and terminal railroads.
The term is used to refer to a railway wheel bearing that has over-heated due to internal
friction caused by some fault in the bearing. Hot rail (US) Any section of track over which a
train movement is imminent. The closer or faster the approaching train, the "hotter" the rail.
The old term was discarded by railroad officials, probably because it was a butt for jokesters.
You've often heard about the passenger on a slow local train complaining to the conductor, "I
don't understand why you have the cowcatcher on the front of the engine. Definition of railway
- a track made of steel rails along which trains run., a network of tracks with the trains,
organization, and personnel required for. Define railway. railway synonyms, railway
pronunciation, railway translation, English dictionary definition of railway. n. 1. A railroad,
especially one operated over a limited area: a commuter railway. 2. A track providing a
runway for wheeled equipment. or n 1.
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